WORK SYSTEMS
Work Systems Collection
Make “work” work for you

My work investigates the influence of work-life
culture on human behaviour and ritualism in today’s
city work, expectations and customary codes. Both
personal and work lifestyles are more interconnected
than ever before which creates a blur between what
is progressively beneficial to repetitive labour and
negative endeavours.
The pandemic has shown the nature of “just” work
without the environments, interactions and social
conditions that make it humanised and meaningful.
My project looks to control this by creating work tools
that facilitate work attributes that give pause to work
duties and highlights the need to refocus of self needs
and values.
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Softer soft-tech
The collection attempts to experiment with existing
and new work systems – either through the practice to
recognise poor productivity and disabling it through
habit or the opposite that enables it to foreshadow its
consequences and control.
The collection consists of two tools that focus on
communication and use of time and another two that
restrict natural body movement and freedom.

01 Micro Timer
Translates time into a physical output for work-time at
home.
02 Mood Light
Visualise your empathic needs non verbally to others.
03 Keyboard
Standardised Ergonomic PPE Keyboard Unit to prevent
body contamination and spreading bactercia
04 Mouse Trap
Lock mouse trap
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Focused Summary

The research originally looked to stimulate behavioural
attitudes in unconventional ways to explore problems
solving abilities through tools of visceral and haptic
inputs. By this, it can excite and explore problems in various ways and situated environments and systems.

How can we reduce the reliance on online applications,
screen orientated and interlinked methods that prolong
working culture and change this to a more human habituated and natural mindset approach?

The shift of focus changed to city lifestyles that blur social
and work together in Work-Life Integration models. As
a result, work is priorities over social needs that creates
work fatigue and a mindset that pushes your natural
limits beyond sustainable levels.
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Design Direction

Project Aims

How can we reduce the reliance of online applications,
screen orientated focused and closed-loop methods that
prolong work fatigue and work-life culture and change
this to a more human-focused and natural habitual mindset approach instead?

1 – To reduce the habit and need for online applications
and processes that do not aid in improving natural resistance to work culture, over time devotion and natural
exhaustion.
2 – To adapt social regenerative groups and natural
habits to better fit both people and work in a streamlined
approach. This to elevate natural fatigue and personal
needs when desired rather forced.
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Spot Light
(Agile)

Micro Timer
(Pomodoro)

Mood Light
(Light Therapy)

WORKING EXISTING SYSTEMS
The project articulated controlled scenarios where
methods of reducing stress and easing the mental load
are used. By reframing and converting it into a narrative
of humanised experiences and ritual of influence, it
formed 3 types of investigative approaches to design
with.

Spot Light (Agile) - To operate with tasks that you can fix
now and to address others that you cannot another time
in a new approach.
Micro Timer (Pomodoro) - To work in intervals of time for
rest and labour.
Mood Light (Light Therapy) - To invoke emotional empathy
and reactional behav¬iour through light in cohorts.
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Project Process
The illustrations showcase the process of the project and
what factors were considered and influenced the development. This divided the project into 4 directions that
considered 4 pathways of use, persona and behaviour
outcomes.
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Ideation Concepts
The 3 concepts were generated from the process that
linked in human and work culture rituals that reframed
them for self habituate use.
1 – Micro Timer – A device that that converts time into
a physical output for a reactional timer response, taken
from Pomodoro Method. Making time meaningful and
impactful.

2 – Spot Light – A body scanner device aimed to highlight individuals when they are not working when part
of a group and offers visual communications to others
within by their body language.

3 – Mood Light – A light communication and therapy
device aimed to help communicate internal mental needs
without verbally saying them. Here people can share
instinctive reaction based on how they feel naturally at
work.
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A light turns
on when you
sit down

Maybe for 2 or 3 hours of
work till 12? I have need to
get it done.

?

“I need
some
help”

“ Good
lighting for
work”

Being unactive by
being still it makes
the lighting dim
and less useful.

3

Ready to get this project
done since we have
similar tasks to do?

After a few moments...
“How did this process work
again?”

Yes, I’m ready. Lets get it
done together otherwise
it’ll be harder alone.

Mood Light
Note Board

“Lemme google it or try
something else?
There must be something”

8. Edit Jpeg
1.CAD
9. Code
2.Draw
3.Read This 10. Layout
4.Spelling 11. BIO
12. C.V
5.Story
6. Render 13. Photoshop
7.Model 14. Sanding

“Let’s not
over do it
this time”

B
Interaction Features

Bright LED
Time Period

Flash
LED

Blue
Rest
“I have no idea... I reckon she may know but she seems
busy at the moment. I’ll let her know my problem by
changing the light , it’ll get her attention in time. ”

When used between new people.
A
If A is unactive his device
connect with the nearest
one to it. Sharing the same
lighting as his.

Set to 2
hours

Tasks

Sound

Vibrating

A

B

Click orange

B’s lighting then copies the
same light as A. This causes
B to lose her focus and to
find and comminicate with
A.
A

Yellow
Focus
Orange
Help

“Need to focus.”
Being active and
moving keeps
the light awake
and on.

“I need to organise this,
how long should i spent on
it all..”
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“Hm I think he needs help and
the light is a bit annoying.”
(Reads note)
“Ah I know that”

Oh you need to
Thank you, I tried unlock the layers and
it but I didn’t add to create a new sub
a new sub layer.. layer to solve this

B

Wave to turn off light Push to turn off others -

“I’ll change the colour to a
more productive one now”

Negative Result

Postitive Result
Missed

Interaction with the notifications were
missed and less managed.
I can’t focus with this, I’m done using it.
I’ll do it in my own time and how I feel.
!!
!!

!!

Acknowledge me!
...

Next morning

Interaction with the notifications were
managed well and balanced.

This creates a opportunity to
greet each other and to solve
A’s problem and for B’s light to
return to working after the
interaction.

Forming new relationships and
cohort of information to be
shared between them which
otherwise wouldn’t be.

Do you want a break
soon? I can’t really
focus at much.

Hmm maybe in 15
minutes?

I finished a good amount and the 2
hours seem enough to get the hard
bits done. I’ll do the rest tomorrow
and get some sleep now.

Do you remember the RGB
of the colour we used
before?

It was 23, 34, 45? Let me
open the folder again to
check for you.

Doing good?

Yep, yourself? We can
finish it in a hour I think.

zzz

I think the work is good enough?, I
did the work but it wasn’t the best

Scenerio of Use
1 – Working late and deciding if the time spent working
is productive or not, questioning and self reflecting upon
one’s needs and goals within their function.
2 – Self participation and empathic enquiry of other team
members within a working cohort and team.
3 – Sharing empathic thoughts and natural urges
through use of colour and reactional conversations.
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Ideation WIP Concepts
Showcasing early form and functional prototypes for WIP
show. Prototyped in 2mm cardboard with soft Arduino
components inside.
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MICRO TIMER
Convert time as
physical input and
reactive output
Micro Timer redefines what time can
become when work-at-home is done
without pause. The transition of time
can feel productive when working
on your own time but we have yet
to understand if these levels of
productivity can be sustained without
a natural pause when doing so.
The design converts time into a
physical output that requires your
attention to continue the countdown
productively. If you ignore its call signs
it will continue to become more erratic
and intense to obtain your attention.
By doing this it draws your focus away
from work and attempts to trigger
self-actualisation in your values and
needs at the time of moment. This
process attempts to elevate in one’s
functions and to become aware if
they are working effectively or under
the ritual of “time devotion” for work’s
purpose.
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Micro Timer is equipped with the following,
1 – “Twitch” LED Light Pipe - Rotates to notify the user
when it has received your response.
2 – PIR Sensor – A visual component that can read when
you wave at it to respond to softer calls e.g. LED Flash.
3 – 3 Way Trigger – Set countdown timer to 30, 60 minutes and off mode.
4 – Tactile Button – Press to respond to harder calls for
vibration and sound.
5 – Speaker and Vibration – Internal housing stores a
vibrating and speaker component closest to the bottom
to encourage environmental effects.

DETAIL

Function of Use
Wave to PIR to respond to its visual call for LED flash and
wiggle.
Press the top button to respond to sound and vibration
calls.

MAKING

MOOD LIGHT
Colour signs for natural needs.

Mood Light aims to elevate social rituals and
communication cues that happen passively when
working in a social and proactive environment
between individuals. Mood Light reframes how light
can influence and attract peoples voice and concern
when visually influenced such as lighting cues in
commercial flights.
The function is down by 3 pull down strings that
activate the light and sends it to other users and
online platforms. The pull-down triggers are used to
add “playfulness” to a standard norm that we use daily
without concern. for work’s purpose.
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1 - Mood Light can emit 3 colours that correlate to 3
specific calls,
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•

orange for help/frustration
white for focused and productive
blue for exhausted and pause needed.

2 – Modular Back to enable stand-alone or wall
attachment.
3 – Colour change indicator from other users.
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Situation of Use

FOCUS

The situation would allow people to express their mental
needs to others without the verbal distraction or forcible
intrusion of it. By offering an invitation of visual note and
awareness of it, the receiver can decide to act upon it as
required. This sharing information and mental communication in a subtle yet meaningful way.

WORK POLICY
PPE COLLECTION

The pandemic has shown work culture without
social interaction and the humanised ritualism of the
environment we need to make it meaningful. As a result,
we have seen the lengths people will go to return to work
dispute risk of health and adapting to harsher conditions.
The project adopted this perspective into a PPE work
station and work policy card that enabled work culture
to benefit within the new COVID world and how people
could be better utilised within it. Articulated in a dystopian
speculative view, the collection conditions workers into a
standardised order that restricts natural movement and
functions people into automation type performance.

FUNCTION

Scenario of Use
Following the safety card, the user will use equipment
as instructed and will work until told to leave. If the user
decides to do other tasks non-required the locks will
engage. This will keep the worker at the desk and working
until their service is no longer required.
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01 Ergonomic Rubber Wrist Pad
Push down panel that raises the keyboard for access, requires 2 hands to hold steady.
02 Keyboard
Mounted standard keyboard on an elevated lift.
02 Acrylic Shield
Anti-contamination shield from bacteria and other contaminations.
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01 Hidden Rubber Strap
Elastic strap controlled through a DC motor and Arduino
that pulls down when activated and away from coded.
02 Acrylic Case with Movement Sensor
Encased box with space to operate the mouse but with a
limited point of movement. Stores electronics below and
sensor to activate the trap.

